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Preamble 

The idea for my thesis originated in one of my Honors sequence classes. Dr. 

Brown had assigned a final project for the course, and it could be either a creative 

project or a paper. The creative project was something that I could do with my 

honorable but crazy roommate, Jenny. At first the idea of writing a modern day version 

of The Inferno was tossed around by us, but we decided to do something even more 

sacrilegious -- a rock opera of The Odyssey. As the reader can tell, no classic is safe 

with us. The thought of writing the modern version of Dante's classic was stored in far 

in the back of my dark, cavernous mind. However, it resurfaced over the following 

months as I thought of "new" sins that could be added to the list that Dante had 

originally made. Of course, these were not serious sins -- driving too slow in the fast 

lane and leaving up the seat of the toilet were two that came to my demented mind 

immediately. 

The more that I thought about it, the more certain I became that it would be fun 

and challenging to do. Looking back now, I can see with that marvelous twenty-twenty 

hindsight just how challenging it was. Do not get me wrong; I loved writing it. I 

learned a lot about my values and morals (or lack thereof), so it was a wonderful 

experience. Unfortunately for me, I had underestimated the amount of work that would 

be necessary to complete a task this monumental. I also failed completely to think of 

all of the details before putting the wheels in motion. Luckily, I had Dr. Brown to help 

prod me in the right direction. With his assistance, I was able to begin my trek through 

my own personal Hell: Ball State University. 

The first major decision that I had to make was to choose a guide for my journey 

into the unnatural. I pondered over this for a long time, and I finally chose the Hispanic 

author, Miguel de Unamuno. I had read some of his works in my Spanish literature 

class, the most famous being San Manuel Bueno. Martfr. He had been a great 
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influence to me in my literature class. He also had a style of writing which would land 

him in the hot seat. Yet, to me, it seemed as though his writing would also be his 

saving grace. Therefore, Miguel de Unamuno became the "chosen one" in my novel. 

Originally, the sight I had chosen for the setting had been a mall. The mall 

would signify how materialistic the world had become. In my mind, I had all of the sins 

placed into certain shops in the mall that befit the particular sin. For instance, I was 

going to put "violence against 9thers" in the Post Office. However, this plan came 

crumbling to the ground when I saw the look of distaste on my advisor's face. He 

suggested that I choose a setting in which I had personal experience -- what better 

place than the university itself.- My thesis had taken awhole new direction, with the 

idea of the microcosm representing the macrocosm. 

The next decision that I had to make concerned the included sins and the 

building on campus in which to place or assign them. As I read the list of Dante's sins 

that he had included in his novel, I knew that either some of them no longer applied to 

today's society or the passing of time had added dimensions to them that gave them a 

new twist. For instance, I changed the Gluttons also to include people with eating 

disorders. I left out heresy and replaced it with hypocrisy. In other areas, I did not 

discuss the many classifications of the sinners. I grouped them under the same title. 

Another way in which my version differs from Dante's is the order in which the sins are 

placed in Hell. I think that the perception of right and wrong has changed significantly 

over the years; therefore, it is -hoped that my version reflects these changes in 

perception. 

After deciding the sins and the order in which they were to be placed, I matched 

the sins with the various buildings on campus. Some of them really were befitting of 

the sins involved. For example, capital sins (those involving money and business) 

were placed in Whitinger Building. The Gluttons could be found in the dining service . 
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Other sins were not so easy to match with a building, so I began to assign them to a 

building that had at least something in common with the sin. 

In order for the sin to exist, there must be someone committing that sin. Using 

back issues of The Daily NewS, I was able to find people and issues that could be 

utilized in the thesis. I used issues that were in the years in which I have attended Ball 

State. When it was deemed n'ecessa~, I either disguised the individual's name or did 

not use one at all. Although the individuals whose name I did not give actually 

committed the acts I said they did, I have to protect their privacy and identity; only 

good common sense would that. 

Once the decisions were made, the writing proceeded with ease. It took a great 

deal of time, but it flowed easily. To my great relief, I at last finished the thesis. I 

sometimes felt that I would never complete it, but luck and good friends were on my 

side. I could not have done it alone. I must thank Dr. Brown for his help, support, and 

advice. I must also extend my thanks to my roommate, Jenny, who also became a 

source of ideas and support. ' 
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Lafollette: Dark Halls of Terror 

Walking to my class, late as always, I began to think about my life in general, 

and specifically about my college career. Young, in The Adventures of Emmera, wrote 

"true knowledge embraces the whole universe." During my senior year of high school, 

a moment did not pass without an encouragement from guidance counselors, 

teachers, and my family to further my education, expand my knowledge and horizons, 

and explore the world around me. Eager to break free from the bonds of ignorance 

that encompassed the small town where I lived, I went in search of wisdom and 

experience in Muncie, of all places. Looking back, I have no logical reason for coming 

to Ball State University. Perhaps it was fate; perhaps, it was the scholarship that I was 

offered. When I arrived, I was under the impression that the others who attended the 

university, like myself, had come here to learn. After attending classes, I would be 

enlightened to unbelievable wonders, opening new doors to knowledge that I had 

never realized existed. The knowledge that I would receive would help me on the path 

to success, especially since it all applied to my chosen course of study. The professors 

who I would have would be as eager to help me as I was to learn from them. The 

university would have an administration who cared about my concerns and was 

concerned about me. 

Unfortunately, life does not always live up to one's expectations. I soon realized 

that I suffered from delusions of grandeur. Out of twenty thousand students, I was lucky 

to find a couple of hundred who had come here to learn, not to party. Knowledge, for 

most of them, was surpassed in importance by the thrills of fraternity parties, bars, and 

Beverly Hills. 90210. There were no unbelievable wonders discovered, and much of 

the information imparted had no direct relation to my major. As for the professors, I had 

been lucky to find a few who were eager to help me learn, but many of them were too 

concerned with their tenure and required publishing. Finally, I had not been blessed 
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with an administration who cared about my concerns. In fact, I had not even been 

blessed with one who cared about the needs of its faculty. The one I had inherited 

seemed to only care about what was best for itself and its staff. Although I had found 

some treasures at the university, I had encountered many obstacles in achieving them. 

I often found myself in a revolving door. Sometimes I easily glided through, while other 

times I found myself going in circles. 

Lately, I have begun to doubt that I will ever finish my education. I have become 

tired of the bureaucracy of an administration that seems to put the well-being of its 

students last. I fear that I will never reach the pinnacle of my college career, 

graduation. At graduation, I V\l1I1 ~e ab.l~ to accept the proof of my hard work in the 

shadow of Beneficence, that wonderful statue that represents knowledge, 

understanding, and enlightenment to me. 

"Would you please watch where you're going?" 

Coming out of my reverie, I glanced up to see a rather irritated giant of a male 

looking at me with benevolent eyes. 

"Sorry, I was lost in my own world," I tried to explain. 

Giving me one last disgusted look, he pushed past me to carry on his way. Fully 

alert now, I realized that I had reached the entrance to Lafollette Complex. With 

impending dread, I stepped inside, leaving behind the sunlit sky and entering into 

those gloomy halls that filled me with terror. Jumping back, I narrowly avoided being 

run over by a maniacal student wearing roller blades. Trying not to be noticed by the 

rough group of individuals wearing Bulls paraphernalia and gold chains, I quietly yet 

quickly worked my way through the crowds of students playing indoor full contact 

football, indoor frisbee, and those annoying credit card representatives who are "just 

trying to help a local charity." Not successful in my futile attempts to avoid them, I found 

myself surrounded by representatives aggressively offering me VISAs, Mastercards, 
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and American Express cards. Weakened by their superior skills of persuasion, I 

hesitantly reached for the offered pen. Suddenly, a voice stopped me in my track. 

"Stop! Do not take the pen. Come over here, please." 

Looking through the mass of human bodies, my eyes came to rest upon the 

distinguished features of an older gentleman standing back from the crowd. His wise 

eyes, gazing at me through wire-rimmed glasses, beckoned me to his side. Taking in 

the aquiline nose, the high cheekbones, and the well-groomed white beard, I realized 

that the specter of Miguel de Unamuno was standing before me. As if in a trance, I 

dropped the pen back onto table and made my way through the path that had opened, 

with visions of the Red Sea flickering through my confused mind. 

Finally, after an eternity, I stood before the man who has inspired many with San 

Manuel Bueno. Martrr. Astounded, I could only stare at his impressive figure as those 

around us watched us with abject curiosity. Their curiosity disappeared into obscurity 

as they met with his cold, hard stare. Even the credit card representatives left him 

alone. 

Taking my elbow, he guided me towards the doors that led to the parking lot. 

Glancing up with inquisitive eyes, I began to question him. 

"Why are you here?" I asked. 

"It seems as though you were bemoaning your lack of true worldly experiences 

and doubting the completion of your college education," he replied. 

"Well, you have to admit that Ball State does not offer much in the realm of 

worldly experiences. I do not feel as if I have expanded my horizons since I have been 

here. Certainly, I have gained superficial knowledge, but nothing meaningful. In a 

way, I feel as though the last two and a half years have been wasted on this campus. 

There are bigger and better universities out there where I could find so much more." 

"Bigger does not necessarily mean better. You have been so wrapped up in 
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your expectations that you have failed to see truly what is around you. This is why I am 

here. I have come to show you a side of Ball State that you have never seen. With my 

guidance, you will be enlightened." 

With that, he once again took my elbow, and we began our journey. 
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Lafollette Parking lots: The Opportunists 

Walking out into the bright light of the shining sun, I squinted my eyes and tried 

to focus on Unamuno. Failing that, I closed my eyes and tried to remember what I 

learned about his life in my Spanish literature class. Born in Spain in 1864, he lived 

most of his life there, except for a six year exile in France, until his death in 1936. 

Many have called him "The Don Quixote of twentieth century Spanish literature." 

Satisfied with remembering that brief biographical sketch from my class, I turned and 

asked him the question that had been plaguing my" mind. 

"What do you mean by a 'side of Ball State that I have never seen'? I have 

been here for two years, and there is not a building in which I have not ventured," I .' 
queried. 

"The Ball State that we will be sojourning through is not the campus to which 

you are accustomed. It is a representation of Hell as you know it. By witnessing the 

punishment of sins, you will come away with the meaningful knowledge that you have 

been searching for in your life," he replied. "Now, with that thought, tell me what you 

see." 

"I see what I normally see. A bunch of cars are roaming about the parking lot. I 

do not know why they try to park here at this time of the day. It would be quicker to park 

in the commuter lot and walk to class, the lazy-bums. They will miss class looking for a 

parking spot close to the building. Who do they think they are? The President of the 

university?" 

"Now, now. Did your parents not teach you to respect your elders?" 

"Yes, they did, but they also taught me not to suffer fools!" 

"You are missing the big picture here. Think about what you just said. Are you 

certain that you do not see anything else here? What do all of these people have in 
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common?" he persisted. 

"Let's see. They will never find a parking spot. In the mean time, they will have 

missed their class, which is why they are here in the first place." 

"You are correct. Now, can you apply this observation to life in general?" he 

asked, giving me an encouraging look. 

"I guess that they have missed out on many things in this world while trying to 

find the easiest route." 

"Exactly," he demonstrated with an approving air. "These people were so busy 

in life trying to make circumstances easier for themselves, using the least amount of 

effort, that they missed out on the pleasures that come with hard work. They will be 

eternally searching for something so elusive that they will never find it." 

"Which, in this case, is a parking spot. I think I understand." 

"No, I believe that you are beginning to understand. There is so much more. 

We must continue on our way." 

Feeling as though I had stepped into a Stephen King novel, I followed my guide 

and advisor into a place that was so familiar yet so foreign. 
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- Robert Bell: Limbo 

As we began walking, reality came crashing in like a wave at high tide. Coming 

to a complete halt, I looked at Unamuno in horror. 

"I am sorry," I began, "but I cannot begin the journey today. As much as 1 would 

like to do 50, I have classes today that I cannot miss." 

"Do not fret, my dear. You shall attend your classes as scheduled. 1 would not 

dream of your missing them." 

"Well, I do not see ... " 

"Exactly, my dear. You do not see, which is why we are taking this journey. 

Now, 1 think that we should continue on oor way before you are late to your first class. 

After all, I would not want you to miss anything," he replied. 

Taking his understanding yet obstinate look into consideration, I did not argue -- .. 

-

but meekly followed him. My first class of the day was an honors colloquium taught by 

Dr. Moreno, who encouraged free thought and much discussion. I always looked 

forward to her class. Looking up, I saw that we were almost to the door of Robert Bell. 

The closer that we came to the doors, the more the mixed feelings of dread and 

anticipation built up inside me. 

As if sensing my impending panic attack, Unamuno turned to me and 

commented, "You have no need to fear what you will find in there. After all, how can 

you find fear in a place where literature and mathematics reign. The beauty, magic, 

and wonder of literature added to the logic, reason; and consistency of mathematics 

must make for a powerful combination." 

Not being able to disagree with that observation, I steeled myself and walked in .. 
to the building. Looking around, I was surprised to notice nothing, absolutely nothing, 

Everything appeared to be the same. Students armed with backpacks were scurrying 
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- to their classes to avoid being late. Those with no immediate classes leaned against 

walls, talking with each other or reading newspapers. 

Certain that Unamuno had been mistaken, I began to walk down the dimly lit 

corridors, passing the normal mixed array of college students. There goes the 

average sorority girl wearing the required Greek covered sweatshirt. chomping a large 

wad of gum. and gossiping about her beloved "sister.~ Here comes the alternative 

crowd in all of their hippy glory. wearing their tye-dyed t-shirts. bell bottoms. and . . 

thongs while philosophizing about the legalization of drugs. Strutting down the hall 

are the frat rats sporting their backwards baseball caps and Bud Light t-shirts. 

bragging about their latest conquests (those epitomes of maleness). To my right. I see 

a man clothed in what looks like a colonial garb talking to a group of students. My, that 

alternative crowd is getting weirder all of the time. 

Suddenly, comprehension dawned on me. $topping, I turned to see if my eyes 

were deceiving me. because that could not possibly be Alexander Hamilton talking to 

those students. I should really consider getting some glasses. Chancing a glance at 

Unamuno, I saw a glimmer of amusement twinkling in his eyes. Denying what I 

thought I had seen. I continued down the hall. Lost in my own confused thoughts, I 

failed to see the person approaching me and ran right into him. Beginning to 

apologize without glancing up to see whom I had run into. I sheepishly peered up into 

a square face framed with powdery white, curly hair. 

"I am so sorry, I didn't see you ... /' 1 began, but I trailed off as I recognized that 

infamous face. After all, 1 had been in possession of a picture of it for most of my life, 

as had anyone who had spent a dollar bill. Uncertain as to what to say, I blurted out 

the first words that came to my bewildered mind. 

"So. chopped down any cherry trees lately, President Washington?" 

"You do not know how many times I have been asked that. My response is no, 1 
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have not done so in quite a while. Really, you do one silly thing in your young life, and 

you are remembered throughout history for it," he ranted. 

"Urn, once again, I apologize. Please excuse us: I whispered hurriedly, darting 

into my classroom and sitting down. 

"Don't you think that you could have stayed to chat for a while? I understand 

that he might have seemed a bit flustered about your question, but I am sure that he 
.. . . 

would have welcomed somewhat more intelligent questions," Unamuno admonished 

me gently. 

"With all due respect, it is not every day that I meet a President, especially a 

dead one. I just said the first thing that came to my mind. I believe that any average 

college student would have reacted in the same manner. Before Shakespeare comes 

strolling into the room, is there anything else I should know?" 

Unamuno did not have the chance to answer me because, at that moment, my 

professor came into the room. Attempting to put the past half hour behind me, I 

focused on the distinguished figure of my· professor as she walked to the front of the 

room. After depositing her materials on the desk in front of her, she removed her jacket 

and addressed her students. 

"Good morningl I hope that everyone had a wonderful weekend. My own was 

productive. I have arranged a special surprise for you. I told you at the outset of the 

class that from time to time I would have a special guest speaker to give a lecture 

about the drama that we are currently studying. As you all know, we are presently 

reading Macbeth. Or, at least I have been reading it. As for you, I cannot attest. 

However, to get back to my original point, I do believe that you will enjoy the guest 

speaker. Now, without further ado, I would like to introduce Mr. William Shakespeare." 

My mother has always told me not to wish for something because you just might 

get it. Well, I had certainly asked for it, for casually. strolling in was none other than 
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William Shakespeare. Sneaking a peek at Unamuno, I noticed that he seemingly was 

rather satisfied with himself, almost smug. What surprised me the most was the fact 

that nobody else in the classroom seemed to think that it was strange for the specter of 

Shakespeare to be giving us a lecture on one of his plays. Since few had the chance 

to listen to such an outstanding playwright, I settled into my chair and let the enthralling 

words wash over me. 

It had to be one of the most inspiring sessions that I had ever had the privilege 

of attending. Although Shakespeare gave a prepared speech about the symbolism of 

that wondrous play, he also left time for the eager students to ask questions. Pouncing 

on the opportunity, the students drilled him about the idea that Macbeth was a victim of 

his own ambition or a puppet of his wife's goals. The suggestion of hypocrisy was also 

tossed about by the students in the class. Unfortunately, time was limited, and the 

session came to an end. Before the class left, Dr. Moreno reminded us that we had to 

attend a rehearsal of Macbeth that was to take place tomorrow in the Strother Theater. 

Feeling rejuvenated, I nearly floated out of my class on the first floor to the 

second floor where I had a geometry class. Once again, famous mathematicians 

graced the sparse rooms of Robert Bell. Explaining in depth their theories about 

geometry were Pythagoras and Euclid. Geometry had never seemed so clear and 

Simple to me. For the first time in a long time, I really felt as though I had learned 

something in my classes. I was not alone in this peak of happiness, for other students 

also seemed to have taken much out of the day's off~rings. However, there was still a 

dark cloud lurking in the outskirts of my mind, invading the pure pleasure that I had 

beheld. 

"Why are they in Hell? Why does everyone know you here? Are you in this 

section of Hell?" 

"What do all of these wonderful people whom you have met have in common?" 
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"Well," I began, "they accomplished wonderful things during their time on Earth. 

I would have thought that they would have earned themselves a place in heaven. 

After all, they seemed to have led good lives." 

"Yes," he agreed," they all did magnificent work while they were alive. However, 

they did not follow God during their lifespan. While they committed no monstrosities, 

they did not also give themselves to God. Therefore, they were placed in what we call 

'Limbo'. It is neither heaven nor Hell. Here these great leaders, writers, 

mathematicians, and others who have excelled are able to continue to do what they 

did in life -- express themselves freely while positively influencing others." 

"So this is your home?" 

"No, Spain is my true home, but I can still talk with wonderful colleagues here. It 

is now time for us to continue our journey. What is next on your schedule?" 

"I normally eat lunch right now. Dining service is going to be a big letdown after 

what I just experienced. I can hardly wait for the particular brand of pig slop that they 

feed us." 

"You should be grateful for what you have. Now let us go to your 'dining 

service', shall we?" 

With a wistful sigh, I took one last look at Robert Bell. Squaring my shoulders, 1 

walked to the sidewalk so that.1 could cross the street. Sizing up the traffic, 1 knew that 

here lay another great adventure. 
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Circle Two 

Noyer Dining Service: Gluttons and Fitness Fanatics 

As I watched the speeding cars roar past us both ways, I knew our passage 

across McKinley was not going to be an easy one. Walking over to the light post at the 

corner, I pressed the button to stop the lights. Returning to the side of my guide, I 

waited for the annoyingly cheerful chirps of the crossing signal. 

"Those students do not appear to be waiting for the crossing signal," Unamuno 

observed. "Isn't that rather dangerous?" 

"Yes, it is very dangerous. In the two and a half years that I have been here, I 

know of at least three students who have been struck by a car. You would think that 

they would know better than to cross in a place other than a crosswalk. What are they 

thinking? Let's summarize a few points here," I began, warming up to one of my 

,- favorite pet peeves. "We have cars coming from both directions, most likely speeding. 

,-

The drivers of these vehicles are too busy selecting a radio station, adjusting the 

temperature setting and fixing that one stray piece of hair to pay attention to where 

those steel traps of death are going. Meanwhile, on the sidewalk stand a student 

preoccupied with his upcoming test, the leak in the antifreeze tank, his pregnant 

girlfriend, and his complaining wife. Noticing the time on his watch, he paniCS when 

he realizes that he has two minutes to get to class before he misses the professor's 

instructions on how to fill in the bubbles on the scantron sheet. RaCing out into the 

street without looking both ways, he comes face to face with fate as a car sends him 

flying through the air to land on the cold, hard, and impersonal cement on the other 

side. As the life blood is draining out of him, he thinks that his professor is going to be 

really mad when she finds out that he missed her test -- of course, not as mad as his 

wife when she finds out about his girlfriend and what she missed." 
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Stopping my tirade only when I ran out of breath, I looked into the slightly 

glazed eyes of Unamuno, who now was wishing that he had never said a word. 

Fortunately for him, the crossing signal began to chirp, saving him from a return to the 

tirade. Shooting him an apologetic glance, lied our way across the street. After safely 

crossing the street, we began to wind our way past the architecture building and 

Whitinger Building to the Noyer Complex. As we approached the dull brick building 

stained with dingy blue-rimmed windows, the age-old feeling of dread pooled in my 

stomach. (I believe that some people call it indigestion.) 

"What is worrying you now?" asked my astute guide. 

"Wait until you try the food here, and you will not need to ask again. I do 

believe that I will be traumatized for life from the meals that I have been forced to 

endure. When a person cannot wait to go home to eat cold breakfast cereal, you know 

that there is something wrong. They cannot even do water right here. I could go out 

- and drink some water from a pool and have the same effect." 

-

"Oh, surely you are being overly dramatic, my dearl Nothing could be as bad as 

that," he remonstrated. 

"We", I guess you will not be a believer until you try the food," I warned. 

Taking a deep breath, I took place at the end of the line, knowing that the 

students in front of me were in no more of a hurry than I was to get into the dining 

room. Sniffing the air, I tried to determine what was being served; however, I knew 

that my chances of being successful were slim. After getting my identification card 

back from the somewhat glum dining service lady, I headed towards one of the lines 

that led into the dreary, smelly room wherein lay the "delicacies" that were to be 

served. 

From my place in line, I could not see what lay ahead. Although I could hear the 

murmurs of voices ahead, I could not understand what they were saying. From the 
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general hubbub coming from the room, I could distinguish the sound of a sweet 

southern dialect that was fluffier than any piece of cotton that came from the South. 

Envisioning a slightly plump, short, gray haired woman who looked like my 

grandmother, I slowly began to relax, believing that I just might be overreacting. 

Taking in my surroundings, I took comfort in the slightly blurred wallpaper that 

would make people with 20/20 vision imagine that they were going blind. Glancing 

around the room, my eyes processed the formica topped tables with the 

accompanying zigzag print chairs. I surmised that the students were disillusioned and 

must be thinking about the yesterdays when they were able to eat real food, lovingly 

prepared by their mothers. My examination of the room came to an end when I felt a 

gentle nudge behind me. 

The slight force of the push sent me crossing the boundaries that separated the 

dining room from the serving area. Grabbing a tray, I took enough eating utensils and 

- glasses for the both of us. Advancing in the line, nearly overcome by the fumes rising 

from the grayish looking substance in the pans, I had my first look at the possessor of 

the voice that I had heard. A scrawny, tawny haired young woman stood at the head of 

the line behind the glass partition that segregated the mere mortal students from the all 

mighty dining service employees. After sneezing and wiping her nose on her hand, 

she shot me a dirty look and snarled, "What do you want?" in her pseudo sweet voice 

that grated on my nerves like nails scratching on a chalkboard. Instinctively taking a 

step backwards, I pointed out the only choice of entree given with a shaking finger. 

Scooping out a portion of the questionable gooey mass, she slopped it into the grungy 

looking plate. Whispering my thanks, I stumbled down the line, peering behind me to 

see a shocked expression flickering on Unman face. 

-
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Now that I had received the object of my venture into the line, I studied those 

people around us. Of course, most had the same fare as we did, the same look of 

disgust, and the same fear of retribution if the line did not progress to the satisfaction of 

the employees. As my eyes moved down the line, they came to rest on the rail thin 

form of a young, dark haired woman. With mild curiosity, I took inventory of her tray, 

noticing absolutely nothing but a glass of water and a small salad. My eyes quickly 

moved to her profile, and I recognized the face of Karen Carpenter, a famous singer of 

the seventies. Out of all of the places that she could eat, why would she choose 

Noyer dining services? 

"At least she has finally decided to eat something. If she had done so in life, 

perhaps she would still be recording music," my guide offered. 

Realizing that I had voiced my thoughts aloud, I responded, "I would not go that 

far. If she had done so, she would be trying to make a 'comeback' like all of those 

other rejects from the seventies. I cannot believe that a person would go so far as to 

starve himself or herself to look attractive. It is sick. It does not even look good or 

healthy." 

Frowning at my acerbic remarks, he observed, "Yes, it does not look good. But 

you are correct, it is a sickness and obviously one that kills. You should not be so 

quick to judge. Just remember that there are other extremes." 

Finally, we were able to leave the room that rivaled the smell of the stockyards 

in Chicago that were the subject of The Jungle. Passing back into the dining room, I 

heard the sound of someone choking. Putting my tray down, I ran towards the sound, 

hoping that I may be of some assistance. Rounding a corner, I saw a rather large 

woman choking on a ham sandwich. The first thought that came to my mind was 

"where did she get that ham sandwich?", but I quickly shook that away. I noticed that 

someone was trying to help her, but it was to no avail. She slumped forward into her 
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noticed that it was Mama Cass from the Mamas and the Papas. It was too bad that she 

died or we could have had a concert with her and Karen. Suddenly, she sat back up 

and resumed eating her sandwich. 

"How did she do that? I thought for a minute that she was dead." 

"She was dead. This is her punishment for gorging herself excessively in life. 

She will eternally die a painful death. On the other hand, you have people like Karen 

Carpenter who will eternally starve themselves in order to look as though they are at 

the height of fitness." 

"I guess that the answer would be to find a happy medium. If you would search 

for fitness through a combination of exercise and healthy eating, you would be fit," I 

commented, mentally telling myself that I needed to follow my own advice. 

"Shall we return to our table to partake of the meal that has been provided?" 

"Do we have to eat that stuff? I have lost my appetite with that last episode. I 

don't think that I could consume anything without having it come back to haunt me, if 

you know what I mean," I whined, 

"Please, you do not have to go into graphic details. I agree, seeing someone 

suffer like her would test even the strongest of constitutions. I believe that we should 

exit from this place and start for your next class." 

As relief flooded through my apprehensive mind, I began to walk towards the 

doors that would lead us to wonderful freedom. Crossing into Noyer lounge, I felt as 

though a major amount of weight had been lifted from my shoulders. However, it 

returned full force when we exited the building, because I began to fear what might lie 

ahead. After all, if that was one of the minor sins, I wondered just how bad it would get. 

As doubts flooded my battered mind, I walked "towards Whitinger Building. 
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Circle Three 

Whitinger Building: Capital Sins 

In the distance loomed the great, red brick building where I spent most of my 

time. Today I had an Accounting class, a Marketing class, and a Finance class. As we 

approached the doors to Whitinger Building, I observed a group of frat rats entering 

through the automatic doors that were reserved for the physically challenged 

individuals. Meanwhile, a student in a wheelchair awaited her turn to go through the 

doors. 

"That makes me so angry. Look at theml How rude and inconsiderate can a 

person get? I cannot believe that a person is so lazy that he or she would rather go 

through automatic doors rather than expend the energy to pull or push open the 

manual doors. To make their lives easier, why don't those boys just dump that girl out 

of her electric wheelchair and take turns riding in it? They could rifle through her 

pockets to find her elevator key so they would not have to climb up all of those stairs. 

After all, it is not as if she would be able to put up much of a fightl They would have it 

made," I exclaimed, glaring at the backs of the uncaring wrongdoers. 

"It is amazing how some people here seem to ignore the feelings, thoughts, and 

problems of others. In my day, we did not have as much automation as you do now, 

but we did appear to have more compassion for our fellow man," replied Unamuno, 

shaking his head with a disapproving air. "What class will we be attending now?" 

"My first class here is one of my upper level accounting courses. It is a good 

class. The professor seems effective enough," I answered dismally. 

"You do not appear to anticipate this class. Accounting is one of your majors; 

therefore, I assume that you would wish to go to it. Do you not like the class or the 
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professor?" asked my astute guide. 

"I like both. It's just that, well..." 

"Well what?" 

"I was hoping to have Professor Archer again, but he is no longer teaching 

here," I admitted. 

"Did he resign or was he fired?" 

"Due to the Administration's budget cut, he was given the pink slip. He was one 

of the best professors in the department; unfortunately, he was also one of the few 

who were contract staff. I guess that made him expendable in the eyes of the 

Administration. Ball State is supposed to be one of the 'premier' teaching institutions, 

but it just fired one of its premier professors. I do not understand how Ball State could 

afford to lose such a fine teacher. It is so unfairl" I cried. 

"Why does the Administration not find another way to cut costs? Surely there 

are other areas in which expenses could be reduced?" Unamuno questioned. 

"There most certainly are other waysl Do you remember the cement benches 

that we pas~ed on the way to Noyer? Campus beautification is what they call it, but I 

do not see the beauty in the cold, hard benches. Students do not use them very often. 

They are so uncomfortable, not to mention the fact that they take up precious space 

that could be used for something with a purpose, like a new building or parking space. 

Ball State would benefit from either one of these suggestions, unlike the cold, hard 

benches, although they are representative of the Administration." 

Upon completing my latest diatribe, I entered my classroom and walked to my 

seat, leaving an empty seat for Unamuno. Pulling out the large accounting book, I 

opened it to the correct chapter and waited for the professor to enter. Looking down, I 

skimmed over the pages to refresh my memory on the content. We were reading a 

chapter on ethics -- how appropriate and convenient. You might even say planned. 
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Hearing the tell-tale squeak of the door, I glanced up to see my professor walk into the 

room. 

"Good morning, class! Today we are starting the chapter on ethics. In 

particular, we will be focusing on embezzlement. Unfortunately, not all accountants 

are the moral and law abiding citizens that we are," he began, raising his bushy 

eyebrows and giving us a mock stern look. 

A few brown nosers in the class laughed at his pitiful attempt at humor. Of 

course, I was one of them. Unamuno gave me a knowing grin and turned his attention 

back to the professor, who was now contemplating a career as either a stand-up 

comedian or comic actor. 

"Fortunately, and conveniently, one of my colleagues, or should I say, ex

colleague, has recently been released from prison for exactly what we are discussing. 

Out of the kindness of his heart, and the thirty-dollar kicker I promised him, he has 

come here today to tell of his experiences as an embezzler, his imprisonment, his 

disbarment from our profession, and his new boyfriend. Straight from Pendleton 

Prison, let's welcome ex-accountant, Mr. Schrooner." 

Turning to Unamuno with a perplexed look, I shook my head in bewilderment. 

Settling into my chair, I prepared myself for what would be the strangest accounting 

class that I had ever attended. As Mr. Schrooner described the ease in which he lifted 

over a million dollars from his place of employment, I sat in disbelief that a man could 

skim that much money from accounts of hardworking people without any qualms. He 

was almost bragging about his skill in juggling accounts. His mother must be proud; 

can only hope for her sake that she did not bank where he worked. Somehow, I can 

imagine him stealing from the woman who gave birth to him; nothing is sacred to him. 

Seething, I glared at the man who made such a mockery of a fine profession as well as 

destroyed the lives of many struggling workers with just the touch of a key. 
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As I listened to him drone on, I thought about the path that I had chosen in my 

life. Before, I had thought that accounting would be a thankless job in which I would 

do nothing but add numbers. But now I realized the potential power that an 

accountant could have if those around him did not take care. I have never really 

known what I would be like as an accountant; at least, now I know what I will not be 

like. Finally, the class was over. Mr. Schrooner collected his thirty dollars and left to 

the sound of heckles and calls. 

Putting my class materials back into the bookbag and tossing it over my 

shoulder, I headed to the door with Unamuno close behind me. Of course, it was a 

long time before I was able to near the door. It never fails to amaze me how long it can 

take for thirty people to leave a room. Maybe it was the budding accountant in me, but 

I like things to be done in an efficient manner. Instead of everyone trying to rush out of 

the aisles like race horses out of the gate, each student should wait for the row in front 

of him or her to empty before leaving his or her row. If we file out in an organized 

manner, we would all be able to leave earlier. Of course, to complicate matters further, 

we have to dodge incoming students who seem so eager to learn that they cannot 

stand having their entrance delayed. In the end, we have a traffic jam at the door that 

would rival any jam on the Los Angeles Expressway. 

Finally, after pushing and shoving our way through the mass of human bodies, 

we wound our way down the hall to the stairway that led to the main floor. Taking a left, 

we came upon room 142 in which my marketing course was held. Sitting in the first 

chair by the door with Unamuno next to me, I got out the appropriate notebook and 

patiently abided the time until the professor came in talking to Unamuno. 

"I cannot believe that man! How could he embezzle all of that money from those 

poor people? He is such a disgrace to the accounting profession. When one 

accountant does something dishonest, it gives the entire accounting profession a bad 
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name, " I spit out. "Why was he not punished? For goodness sake, it was as if he were 

being rewarded for all that he has done." 

"He served his time in prison and paid his debt to society according to the 

standards set by your law system. Do you not believe that is enough?" 

"No, it is not enoughl Look at all those poor people lost. It wasn't just the 

money. They lost faith -- faith in the banking system, faith in the accounting profeSSion, 

and most importantly, faith in humanity. All that he lost was a couple of years of his life 

while he stayed in a prison with money that came from the tax dollars of the very 

people from whom he stole," I argued. 

"Are you sure that was all that he lost? Tell me, what do you think that his life 

was like before he embezzled the money?" Unamuno questioned. 

"I don't know. He said that he was married with two children before the incident, 

but that she divorced him afterwards and took the children with her. He obviously had 

the respect and trust of the people with and for whom he worked. He had a good job 

in which he earned a respectable sum of money. He said that he was a member of the 

local country club. I think that he had a middle class dream of a life. However, he let 

the desire for money overrule the pleasures that he received in these other areas," I 

answered. 

"What do you think his life is life now? Do you still think that it is a middle class 

dream?" 

"No," I said slowly. "It definitely is not a dream now. I mean, he lost his family, 

the respect of his colleagues and friends, and his job. And for what -- a few extra 

dollars; it is not worth it. He lost everything that was important to him, including the 

money. He gave his lecture in class for a measly thirty dollars. It must be a letdown 

after all of the money that he used to make and what he stole." 

Comprehension dawning, I continued, "That is his punishment, isn't it? He is no 
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longer able to get the one desire that led to his downfall. He will eternally be poor and 

without respect, won't he?" 

"Yes, he will. Although many people can live their lives without the benefit of a 

large amount of money, people like him feel that they have no self-worth without it," 

Unamuno commented. 

"He reminds me of Hurstwood and Carrie in Sister Carrie by Theodore Dreiser. 

Both of those characters let their obsession with money rule their actions." 

Entering the room, the professor brought the conversation to an end. Flipping 

the notebook open to the page where I had left off, I noticed that we were talking about 

false advertising. Once again, I thought to myself that it was a convenient and 

appropriate topic for the day. Dr. Gloss began the class while passing out several 

photocopied pages of advertising. Glancing through the sections, I noticed ads for 

several types of diet pills and Miracle Ear. My perusal of the ads came to a halt when 

the door opened and a group of people walked in and took seats that were lined up in 

front of the class. 

"Today we are going to have an open forum concerning false advertising. 

have passed out several examples of fraudulent advertising that have appeared in 

recent years. With us today are people who are responsible for the advertising as well 

as the people who endorsed the products knowing that the quality of the products 

were not up to par. Please take a few minutes to study the examples that I gave you, 

and I will introduce our guests for this afternoon." 

As the class progressed, I began to see a side of advertising that I had never 

thought would exist. I saw how these men and women, with prior knowledge of the of 

the defectiveness, helped to sell faulty and useless products to desperate customers 

who needed the qualities that were advertised in the products. With a helpless horror, 

I watched filmstrips of weeping overweight women and men who believed that the pills 
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that they were spending hundreds of dollars on would actually work for them. I also 

witnessed embarrassed men and women with hearing problems who confessed to 

have been taken by Miracle Ear's promise that the hearing aids that they sold would 

cut down background noise. All of these men and women were hurt by the evil actions 

of the advertising world. 

As the class neared the end of the hour, the professor told us that the 

companies that have sold the advertising and the products were now being punished 

as well as being sued by many customers who had been tricked by the false 

advertising. Once again, I saw how money, in this case the profit earned, overrode the 

human interests of the customers. Although it was not as bad as the atrocities that 

were encountered in the meatpacking industry in The Jungle, the sense of betrayal still 

exists today in the customers who were duped by the advertising agencies and the 

manufacturers. 

My last class of the day was about to arrive. Going back to the stairs, Unamuno 

and I climbed the three flights of stairs needed to reach the third floor. Working my way 

down to the end of the hall, I arrived at room 302 and tossed my stuff into the first seat 

to which I came. Unamuno sat in the seat beside me and watched as I pulled out the 

notebook from the bookbag. 

"This is your last class, I presume?" 

"Yes, it is. You know, I have most of my classes today. I wish that I had not 

scheduled it this way because I am so bogged down. I am thinking about dropping 

one of my classes and moving it to another day instead. I would have much more time 

to do everything. I think that I might do it tomorrow before I go into work. Which 

reminds me, what are you going to do while I am at work?" 

"Oh, I think that I can find something to amuse myself while you are at work. 

will be there waiting for you." 
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Our conversation was interrupted by the entrance of the professor. Dr. Sivner 

pushed the overhead to the center of the room, plugged it into the socket, and the 

words "Insider Trading" flashed across the screen. Looking at Unamuno, I rolled my 

eyes. Ethics would be discussed once again. 

Of course, as to be expected, we had a special guest, who just happened to be 

junk bond king Michael Milken. As he spoke about his insider dealings, chills raced 

up the back of my spine. After today, I would be much more aware of the crimes 

associated with the world that I was entering. In a way, it scared me; however, I felt 

more prepared knowing that the evil exists and knowing that I would be able to avoid it 

now. After the class was over, I slipped my jacket on and gathered my things together. 

Slipping out the doors, I waited for Unamuno to catch up with me, and together we 

traipsed to the stairs and left the building, with a sense of relief. 
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Circle Four 
University Arena and Fraternity House: The Carnal 

As I breathed in the clean, crisp air, I gave one last baleful glance at the 

business building. Turning the corner, we went in the direction of my residence hall. 

As we neared the cement benches, I gave them a disgusted look because they 

represented another example of the stupidity of the Administration. Coming to the 

crosswalk, we waited for the cross signal to chirp. 

"Where are we going to now? Do you have any more classes today?" 

"No, I am finished, thank goodness. I am so tired. I should not have scheduled 

my classes like this. I have way too many classes on one day." 

"Could you possibly move one class to another day?" 

"I probably could. I thought that I might drop one, but if I could get the same 

professor, they might let me move to another class. I could visit Lucina Hall tomorrow 

before I go to work," I contemplated. 

"What are your plans for the night?" 

"Well," I answered. "I think that Jenny, my roommate, is planning on going to the 

game with me tonight. We are going to meet some friends there at the Arena. I only 

hope that we do not end up at a stupid frat party tonight. The two girls who we are 

meeting are involved in a sorority, and they are dating two guys who are in the same 

fraternity. They normally have a party after a game. I really do not want to go, but they 

are always asking us to go there. I do not want to hurt their feelings, but frat parties are 

ridiculous." 

"Have you ever gone to one before?" asked Unamuno. 

"No, of course not! I would not want to be caught dead at one of those parties," I 

faltered, catching the ironic look on Unman face. "Oops, sorry. I guess that I should not 
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have used that particular expression." 

"Quite all right, my dear. However, you should not judge something of which 

you have not experienced. I think that we should attend one tonight if they ask you. It 

will be a good experience for both of us." 

"Well, if Jenny wants to go, I will. I do not want to get stuck at one of these 

parties by myself." 

At last, we arrived at the doors of my hall. Entering the door, we made our way 

to the stairwells and up the flights of stairs to the fourth floor. Striding down the 

hallway, I stopped in front of the door that was the entrance to the room where I had 

spent two and a half years. The Far Side cartoons, wacky name signs, silly quotes, 

and funny signs were proof that the women who dwelled within were true nuts. 

Pushing the door open, I cringed at the messy sight that was my side of the room. 

Books, papers, dirty clothing of all sorts, and cassettes were strung out along the floor, 

creating an atmosphere of utter chaos. Meanwhile, the organized, pristine side of my 

roommate provided a contrast that was too embarrassing to admit. Jenny was 

definitely the organized one out of the two of us. 

"Have you known your roommate long?" Unamuno inquired as he studied the 

mess with amazement and awe. 

"We have been roommates since we were freshmen. We didn't know each 

other before we came here. However, now that we have spent two and a half years 

together,. I can honestly say that she is the only person whom I know that is as weird 

as I am in the humor department. She introduced me to Monty Python, and I have not 

been the same since that time. People think that we speak in tongue because we are 

always quoting things from different movies." 

Shaking his head in amusement, Unamuno continued to investigate our room. 

Meanwhile, I discreetly tried to shove the dirty clothes into the clothes basket that was 
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in the closet. Picking up books randomly, I stacked them in a haphazard fashion and 

pushed them to the side. At least the floor was visible now. 

"Is this your family?" 

"Yes, that is a small part of them. I come from a very large family. I have two 

whole sisters, two half-brothers, one half-sister, two step-brothers, and two step-sisters. 

My mother also has a large family with five sisters and two brothers, so the family get

togethers are a lot of fun. The little red-headed girl is my niece Tabatha. She is five 

going on thirty-five. Sometimes, I am amazed at what that child say and does," I said 

laughingly, thinking about the last quirky episode with her as she dressed the poor cat 

in an outfit that was too big and shoved him into a doll carriage that was too small. 

Unamuno's attention was captured by the books that lined the bookshelf above 

the desk on Jenny's side. Education books packed the shelf along with Tom Clancy 

novels and a signing dictionary. Pictures of her family also hung on the board along 

the wall above her desk and below her bookshelf. 

"She is obviously an education major. What a noble profession she is entering." 

"She will be great with the kids. She is specializing in signing. Whenever we 

have a little spat, she always tells me off in sign language. We have the quietest 

arguments on the floor." 

As if she knew that she was being discussed, the object of our conversation 

came strolling through the door with a loaded backpack and a brown paper tote bag 

with a menagerie of education tools within it. Tossing me a puzzled look, she sat her 

stuff down and turned towards Unamuno and me. 

"So, scum," she said, using our pet name for each other. "are you going to 

introduce me or what?" 

"Or what," I returned with a smile. " Senor Unamuno, I would like you to meet the 

unfortunate woman who has to live nine months out of the year with me, Jenny 
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Hegge." 

"It is so nice to meet you. Oawnda has told me so much about you," spoke my 

guide with a charming smile. 

"Well, I hope that you did not believe most of it," she rejoined easily as she 

removed her coat and hung it on the bedpost. ''Will you be joining us at the ballgame 

tonight?" 

"Yes, I do believe that I will be attending the game. I am looking forward to it," 

he responded. 

"I hope that you will not be too disappointed with what you see," I commented. 

"Ever since Hunsaker resigned, our ball team hasn't been having a very good season. 

The new coach did not have the time to prepare fully with such short notice. He is 

doing a pretty good job under the circumstances, however." 

"What circumstances would these be?" 

"There were allegations that Hunsaker was paying his players, which is against 

the rules. He resigned rather than be fired, leaving the chaos behind him. Ball State 

hired a former player and graduate to take his place. The team has been dOing much 

restructuring since that time." 

"I see. When will we be leaving?" questioned Unamuno. 

"We should be out of here in two hours, during which we are eating supper. Are 

you coming with us? We are going to Carmichael, the dining service right across from 

us, in an hour. You are more than welcome to join us," I offered. 

"As delightful as that sounds," answered Unamuno, thinking about the fiasco at 

lunch. "I think that I shall refuse and give you a couple of hours alone to think about 

what you have seen and experienced. Besides, I think that you and Jenny have a lot 

to talk about, don't you?" 

With that, Unamuno left the room and quickly disappeared down the hall. 
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Turning away from the door, I saw Jenny waiting for an explanation of who the man 

was who had just left. Seeing the inquisitive look in her eyes, I knew that there was no 

escape. Sitting down on her bright red bean bag, I began to tell her my strange and 

unbelievable story ... 

(Two hours later) 

"You are sure that this is what you want to do?" 

"I am positive. I know that this is strange, but I believe him. Jenny, I wrote a 

paper about him for one of my Spanish classes, so I know that he is the one and only 

Unamuno. Besides, he looks just like his pictures. He is as he appears to be, which is 

weird enough," I reassured her. 

"As long as you are certain that this man is not some sort of an ax murderer, I 

guess that it will be all right for him to come with us. There he is over there," she said, 

indicating the older gentleman standing by the front doors. 

As we approached, he turned and acknowledged our presence with a smile 

and a nod. When we had reached his side, he opened the door, and the three of us 

began the short walk to the Arena. The large, round building was across the street 

from Botsford Hall so we did not have to go very far. Crossing the streets carefully, we 

managed not to be hit by the wide assortment of drivers who came barreling around 

the turn by the dorms without slowing down for potential traffic. Walking across the 

frozen tundra that led to the Arena, we saw the large crowd of people who had 

assembled for the game. As we started the climb to the top of the never ending steps, I 

thought for sure that I would have a coronary right there. Finally, we reached the top, 

gave the ticket collector our tickets, and went in search of our other friends. 

As we watched out team struggle against the competitors, I could not help but to 

notice the average amount of onlookers present. Not many of the students came to 
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support the team in their efforts. Since I rarely came myself, I felt rather guilty that I had 

not done more to show the team members that I appreciated their efforts. After a bitter 

fight, the game came to an end, with Ball State losing by less than ten points. Our 

group migrated with the flow of the crowd until we reached the top of the Arena and 

was able to extricate ourselves. As expected, the two girls invited the three of us to go 

to the party at their boyfriends' frat house. I looked expectantly at Jenny to see what 

her reaction would be. 

"I am sorry, but I have too much homework to do tonight. Maybe some other 

time I can go with you. Dawnda and her friend might like to go, though," replied Jenny, 

leaving me to the pack of wolves that were looking at me with questioning eyes. 

"We would be happy to go with you," I answered, noticing the nodding head of 

Unamuno. 

"Great! Do you want to ride with us or meet us at the frat house?" asked Cindy. 

"I think that we will walk, if that is all right with you. It is a nice night out so we 

may as well enjoy it while we can." 

With that, we parted company, each going our own way. Exiting the Arena, a 

mildly chilly breeze caught at our jackets as we began our journey to the other end of 

campus. Staring into the star studded sky, I wondered what I was getting us into by 

going to the party. Anxiety and a curious sense of anticipation built inside of me as we 

passed the various buildings on campus and neared the street where the frat houses 

were located. Recognizing the letters on the front of the house, I led the way to the 

front door of the house where our friends resided. As I prepared to knock, the door 

was flung open, and we were invited into the wild and crazy world of a frat house. 

Unamuno stood still, taking in the scenery. I stood still in shock, not really 

comprehending what I saw, or rather denying what I saw. Cans of beer were strewn 

around the front room while a table ladled with "punch", food stuffs, and various types 
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of soda was placed near a corner. Music blared out of the stereo system that was in 

another corner. Furniture was shoved into another room to leave space for a dance 

floor for the couples who were in varying stages of intoxication, consciousness, and 

undress. I averted my eyes out of modesty and embarrassment from a couple who 

seemed in need of a bedroom and privacy, but apparently had no preference for either. 

With my head bowed and eyes nearly closed, I tripped my way out of the room in 

search of my friends, with Unamuno closely following behind me. Spotting Cindy and 

Marissa across the adjacent room, we made our slow trek to their sides. 

"Hey, YOll guysl I am so glad that you made it here. Isn't this great? The party 

has barely begun, but it sure is hopping in here," squealed Marissa, who was taking a 

gulp out of her glass of "punch". 

"What? I cannot hear you for the music. Could you please repeat what you just 

said?" I shouted at the top of my lungs. 

"What did you say? I can see your mouth moving, but 1 can't hear you," Marissa 

returned with a puzzled look on her face. 

"I think that she said that she wanted some punch," replied her boyfriend, who 

had obviously started the party long before we had arrived. 

"What? You don't have to punch her. She can't help it if I can't hear her. You 

have been so violent lately," Marissa yelled, admonishing him. 

"No problem. I will be right back with her punch. I will get some for her friend, 

too," he offered, smiling smugly to himself and imaging that he was winning brownie 

points. 

"Can you believe that? He just walked off and left me when I was talking to him. 

How rudel He will regret messing with me," glowered Marissa. 

"Yes, they are messing up the place. I am so glad that I do not live here," 

agreed Cindy, shaking her head in disbelief. 
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"I wish you could live with me, baby, but it is against the rules. Maybe we could 

move into an apartment together this summer, if you want," crooned Cindy's boyfriend, 

feeling rather happy with himself. 

"Sure," Cindy nodded, grabbing his hand and walking towards the dance floor. 

"I would love to dance with you in the other room. It is so stuffy in here. See you guys 

laterl" 

"How dare she tell us to stuff itl I thought that she was our friend, but friends do 

not talk like that to each other. How can she dance so casually after telling us off like 

that?" questioned Marissa, writhing with the injustice of it all. "Does no one have 

manners anymore? Do you know where my boyfriend went?" 

"What? I have not been able to understand a word of what you all have been 

saying for the last five minutes. Could you please repeat what you said?" I asked in 

desperation, looking for help in interpreting from Unamuno. 

"Finel If you don't want to talk to me, be that wayl See if I ever invite you to a 

party again," she grumbled as she stalked away. 

Looking helplessly at her retreating back, I turned to Unamuno for some 

guidance. Unfortunately, he seemed as lost as I was. Left to our own devices, we 

stayed in one spot, watching the decadence and indecent acts that were occurring 

before our very eyes. All around us, inebriated college students partook in activities 

that under normal circumstances (i.e. when they were sober), they would never have 

dreamed of participating. Couples openly groped one another in ways that would 

make a professional blush in shame. 

Leaning down, Unamuno whispered in my ear, "I see now why you did not want 

to come here. Parties certainly have changed since I was alive. I cannot believe the 

shameless way your fellow students are acting. If you wish to leave, I would not blame 

you." 
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"I have always thought that these parties would be wild, but never this Wild. It 

has caught me by surprise. I am embarrassed that I actually subjected you to this kind 

of experience. I see how my Spanish professor must have felt when she was showing 

us the movie, La Colmena by Cela, without having seen it before, and there were at 

least three graphic sex scenes in the movie. She was mortified. Yes, I think that I have 

had enough of witnessing the mating rituals of Ball State students for one night. It is 

no wonder that Ball State is known as a party college." 

"These carnal activities of your fellow students should not take place behind 

closed doors, much less in full view of others. I think that I have had enough of this 

place also. Let us take our leave," suggested Unamuno. 

Winding our way around and over the bodies of the party-goers, we eventually 

reached the front door. With a mutual look of relief, we opened the door and stepped 

out into the cool, dark night. The fresh scent of the night air was a welcome change to 

the smoky, liquor scented atmosphere of the frat house. Vowing that I would never 

return to another party, I began the seemingly long journey back to my residence hall 

with Unamuno at my side. The trip down campus was eerie because it was deserted 

and void of activity. Finally, we arrived at the front doors of my hall. 

"Well, thank you for what had to have been one of the most unusual days and 

nights of my life. Do you need a place to stay for the night or do you have someplace 

planned?" 

"I will be all right. Do not worry about me. I will be here at eight o'clock in the 

morning to continue our tour of the campus. You have learned much today, but there is 

so much more to learn. Have a good night, my dear," he said, giving me a warm smile. 

After watching him disappear into the darkness, I slipped into the hall and 

climbed the four flights of stairs that led to my room. Quietly entering the room, I 

prepared for bed and slipped into a dream-filled slumber, anticipating the day to come. 
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Circle Five 
lucina Hall: The Wrathful 

Cardinal Crossing: The Sullen 

The annoying sound of the alarm clock brought me out of my peaceful slumber. 

Rolling out of bed, I stumbled down to the bathroom, took a shower, and prepared for 

another day at Ball State. Of course, it was not a normal day; actually, it was going to 

be an unusually exciting day. I had to hurry to meet the eight o'clock deadline set by 

Unamuno. Finishing my makeup and running the comb through my hair one more 

time, I grabbed the bookbag that contained the necessary paperwork for switching my 

classes and my uniform for work. Throwing the door open, I searched my pockets for 

my keys, locked the door, and jogged down the hall to the stairs and descended at a 

rapid pace. Unamuno greeted me at the front doors, and we so began to walk down 

the cow path to lucina Hall. 

"What do you have on your schedule today? If I remember right, you do not 

have any classes. However, I cannot recall what other plans you have for the day," 

inquired Unamuno. 

"We need to go to lucina Hall first so that I might switch my classes around so 

that I could take a night class tomorrow night instead of having all of those classes on 

one day. I have to hurry, though, because I have to be at work at ten o'clock. I get off 

work at three o'clock. I think that I might go to the library after work for a while because 

I need to get some information for a paper that is due later this semester. I will 

probably walk home with Jenny after she gets off of work at the library, then go to the 

dining service for supper. I need to attend that rehearsal for MacBeth tonight for my 

colloquium on drama. I think that is all that I have to do today. Do you have anything 

in particular that you wanted to do today?" 

"No, I do believe that we have a full day planned for us. It should be a day full of 
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experiences,· he replied. 

We reached the Quad and cut across the grass, accidentally disturbing the 

squirrels that were searching for nuts for breakfast. They chattered at us when we 

passed them, then returned to their daily hunt for hidden nuts. A couple of playful 

squirrels were chasing each other around the Quad, happily talking in their own 

language. Smiling at their obvious pleasure, we crossed the remaining street that 

separated us from Lucina Hall. Striding to the stairs, we ascended and entered the 

new administration building. Crossing the lobby to the stairwells, we went down one 

flight to the basement and went in search of the drop/ad line. 

Unfortunately, we did not have to search for long; in fact, we stumbled across 

the line almost immediately upon reaching the basement. From the look of the line, it 

was apparent that every student and his or her brother were dropping or adding a 

class at eight-fifteen in the morning. To make a bad situation worse, spirits were not 

running high in the line. Students were busy arguing with other students waiting in the 

line, debating the order of entrance into the drop/ad room. There were more snipers in 

line there were in any war that had so far taken place in history. 

"There seems to be many cranky students in line,· commented Unamuno. 

"It is no wonder. Most students do not like getting up at this time of the morning 

to go to class, much less to come stand in line at the drop/ad office. The task alone is 

enough to put Mary Poppins in a bad mood. No sugar could be sweet enough to 

make this bitter pill go down easily. However, some coffee or hot tea would be nice. It 

is too bad that they do not put a coffee machine near these offices so that the wait 

could serve a purpose,· I complained. 

"I hope that you will not join the ranks of fretful students. After all, how bad can a 

little wait in line be?· reasoned Unamuno. 

Laughing, I choked out, "Little waitl It is obvious that you have never been in the 
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drop/ad line. There is no such thing as a short wait here. I will be lucky to get out of 

here in time to go to work." 

"Be that as it may, there is no reason for the students to get so hateful with one 

another. Since you are expecting a long wait in line, we can spend the time talking. Is 

there anything that you want to ask me or discuss with me?" asked Unamuno. 

"Actually, I was thinking about last night at the party. You made a comment 

about the carnal activities that were taking place. In all of the other places where we 

have visited, there has been a punishment to befit the sin. From what I saw last night, 

all of the party goers were having the time of their lives. They certainly were not being 

punished." 

"You have not taken a look at your campus newspaper yet. Perhaps if you ask 

that gentleman in front of you, he would let you have his paper. He seems to have 

finished reading it," he observed. 

Tapping the shoulder of the man in front of me, I asked," Pardon me, but are you 

finished with that newspaper? If you are, would you mind if I borrowed it for a 

second?" 

Swiveling around, he snarled ferociously, "What in the Hell do you mean by 

hitting me on the shoulder? I ought to slap you silly, you stupid piece of dog meatl You 

are so stupid that I am surprised that you are even able to read. As for letting you 

'borrow' this paper, I wouldn't spit in your mouth if you were dying of thirst. So why 

don't you just crawl back into that hole you came out of and die?" 

With that last bit of goodwill, he turned back around and shoved the girl in front 

of him, telling her that a dead man could make better progress than she was. She 

pulled out a gun and asked him if he wanted to test that theory, effectively quieting him. 

Meanwhile. Unamuno and I stared at his back in shock and dismay. I had never been 

so mistreated and abused in my life. Even in the worst fits of chocolate withdrawal, I 
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have never torn into a person in such a terrible manner. 

"Well, that was pleasant. The only thing that could possible exceed that 

episode in enjoyment would be for the ceiling to fall on my head now. I guess that you 

will have to tell me about the article, because I am not going to take the chance of 

asking another person for the paper." 

"I do not blame you. On the front page of the newspaper, there is an article 

about the police raid that occurred after we left the frat house. Everyone was taken to 

the police station. We are fortunate that we left so soon," he informed me. 

"Is that it? I bet all of them were allowed to go home immediately afterwards. 

would have given them a much tougher punishment, especially after everything that 

happened while we were there. I will never be able to look at a candelabra in the 

same way." 

"Neither will I, my dear, neither will I. To get back to our main point, there is 

indeed a much harsher punishment for all of the activities that we witnessed last night. 

Of course, it is not immediate like some of the punishments that we have seen up until 

now. They will know in a few days to a couple of weeks from now what their just dues 

are, especially if they did not use protection. Now, the line is advancing so we had 

better move. Besides, the young man in the electric wheelchair behind me is 

threatening to run me over, calling me 'line kill', whatever that means." 

Although I had begun my day with a smile and anticipation, I too had become a 

little cranky during my hour wait in the drop/ad line. When the person behind me gave 

me a shove, I had reached my limits. 

Turning around, I hissed, "Who do you think you are? Do I look like a walking 

punching bag, here for your pushing pleasure? I think notl Now, I cannot move any 

faster than the person in front of me. If you value your life, I suggest that you stand 

back and let me be!" 
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Breathing heavily, I finished my complaining and noticed the disapproving frown 

on Unamuno's face. Doing an about face, I looked back at the cowering individual. 

With a sheepish expression on my face, I said apologetically, "Please." 

Returning to my former position, I realized that the line had finally moved 

forward enough for me and Unamuno to enter the room. Following the line to the back 

wall, I picked up a card, flipped through the catalog to see what was available, gave 

up, and went to the computer. Following the instructions step by step, I came up with 

nothing. Pushing down the button, I panicked when I nothing happened. I had never 

had much luck where computers were concerned. Unfortunately (or fortunately, 

depending how you look at it), Ball State had completely computerized the campus. 

had learned enough information about the computers to get along through the last 

years; however, I had never encountered a problem like this one. Hoping for help, I 

looked at Unamuno, but it was to no avail. 

"You're holding up the line. Either you do not know what you want or are too 

dumb to run that machine. In any case, get up here, and I will see if I can give you 

some help. Heaven knows, you look like you need it," growled the assistant at the 

desk. 

"Well, since you offered so graciously, how can I refuse?" I gritted through my 

teeth. "You would have to be a rocket scientist to figure out that computer." 

"If that is true, it is obvious that you are not a rocket scientist. I would be 

surprised if you knew one end of a rocket from the other," she replied in a snide 

manner. "For your information, all of our computers are user friendly." 

"At least something in this office is friendlyl" I responded spitefully, desperately 

wishing that I could wipe that superior smirk off her face. 

Peering up at me from her seat, she told me in a pseudo-regretful tone, "I am 

so sorry, but unfortunately, I cannot fit you into the class you wanted. Sorry about your 
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luck," she said, in a manner which clearly indicated otherwise. "Next'" 

Ignoring me, she went on to her next victim. Shocked, I stood there numb, 

knowing that there was nothing that I could do to change my schedule. Slowly 

shuffling to the doors, I went outside while Unamuno followed me in silence. 

changed my direction and headed towards the Student Center in a stupor. 

"I cannot believe what happened in there. How could she be so nasty and 

mean?" I screeched self-righteously. 

"I could ask the same of you. You should remember the Golden Rule, my dear," 

he admonished gently. 

"You are right. I became one of them. It is as if the wrath and ugliness 

multiplied with every person with whom I came into contact. I think that you were the 

only reasonable person in the room. I think the worst episode was the last one with 

the employee. The nastier that she got with me, the nastier I became with her. It was 

- almost like a contest to see who could be the most spiteful with the other. It is always 

going to be like that in there, isn't it? The people in there will never be happy because 

they cannot advance past the level of hostility." 

-

"You are correct. Those persons will never achieve any measure of gratification 

except at the expense of other people," Unamuno agreed. 

Upon reaching the Student Center, I went into the working area of the food court 

while Unamuno disappeared into the crowd. The combined odor of tacos, 

hamburgers, and pizzas was overwhelming, so I hurried to the employee bathroom to 

change into my uniform. After changing, I clocked in and entered the Taco Bell section 

of the food court. As I peered over the counter, I noticed the long line of customers that 

extended around the corner of the back wall. 

Swallowing a groan, I cheerfully called out, "Hey, guysl How is everyone 

doing?" 
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My question was met with a chorus of moans and groans, indicating that my co

workers were no more excited to be here than I was. I washed and sanitized my 

hands, then took my place on the food line with the student manager, Dave. Dave was 

a nice guy, with a twisted sense of humor that showed through even at moments like 

these. Tracy and Darlene were also students at Ball State who were trying to pay their 

college expenses by working at the place we fondly called "Taco Hell". 

The only other worker present was stuffing tacos at an almost inhuman rate of 

speed. Unlike us, Helen was not a student; instead, she was a single mother trying to 

support her three children with a job that paid minimum wage. She was not alone in 

her status as a non-student, because there were quite a few workers who depended 

on their livelihood to support their families. Most of them were set apart from the 

student workers in that they were always quiet and almost resigned in their attitudes. It 

was as if they had given up hope that life would ever get better. I guess that I would be 

depressed too if I were in their shoes. At least I knew that I would not have to work 

here for the rest of my life. In another year and a half, I would graduate with a degree 

that would enable me to earn six times what I was currently making. I know that the 

possibility that this job was as good as I could get would depress and discourage me. 

I truly had never thought about how lucky I was to be able to receive a good education 

until I looked at the blank, empty eyes of Helen, who studiously stuffed lettuce and 

cheese into a corn shell. 

I was almost shamelessly happy that I would never have to walk through 

another employee door of a Taco Bell once I left this institution. Because I had worked 

in a Taco Bell since my senior year of high school, I had quickly learned to despise the 

sight of a taco or burrito. Cold chills ran down my spine whenever I saw a Taco Bell 

commercial on the television. I had always said my true inspiration to get me through 

college was the thought that I might be stuck saying "hot or mild sauce" for the rest of 
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my life. 

"Hey, you! I want my food to go. Bag this up for me," commanded a voice 

behind me. 

Rolling my eyes at Dave, I turned around and plastered on my "Gee-I-Look

Like-A-Nice-Person-But-I-Really-Dislike-You" smile. I reached over the counter and 

picked up one of the bags that set right in front of the impatient customer, who was 

looking at her watch while tapping her fingers on the counter. With perverse pleasure, 

I slowly and oh-so carefully placed her items in the bag, taking twice as long as usual. 

Finally, with great care, I carefully folded the top and handed the bag to her with a 

sugary sweet smile and a thank you. I received a dirty look and a sneer in return. 

Laughing evilly, I went back to the line. Life's little pleasures are the best. 

Over the years, I had learned that when faced with adversity at work, you should 

kill with kindness. Whenever a customer would be hateful, I would become the 

sweetest, most helpful person in a ten-mile radius. While everyone around marveled 

at the ingratiating way that I was treating the hateful customer, I knew and the customer 

knew that my heartfelt apologies really meant "Die Bitch". Fortunately, I did not have to 

use this technique often since most customers were courteous. 

After what seemed an eternity, it was time for me to leave and meet Unamuno. 

changed into street clothes and headed out the front door where I found him waiting 

for me. While we walked to the library, I discussed my experiences and discoveries at 

work. 

"I feel so bad for the people who work there to make a living and support 

families. I barely make enough to pay for my credit card and phone bills. I cannot 

imagine having to pay rent and buy food for four people on the pay that we receive. 

The desire not to work there inspires me to stay in school. I just wish that those other 

people could have the same opportunities that I have." 
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"Perhaps their current situation will inspire them to achieve a higher education. 

I always thought that if there was a will, there was way. By the way, I noticed your 

feeble attempt to disguise your dislike of one of your customers. You really should try 

to control your temper, my dear," Unamuno advised. 

"So much for my 'sophisticated' manner in dealing with customers. I know that I 

have a somewhat quick temper, but I normally can control it. It's just that sometimes I 

cannot help myself. I will try harder, though," I promised. "The library is right here. I 

need to look up some information for a paper that I have to write in my geometry class. 

I will meet Jenny there, and we can go to supper. Will you be joining us for dinner?" 

"Thank you, but, I must refuse. However, I will be attending the rehearsal with 

you. I will meet you there. Shall we enter now?" 

We went into the library and made our way to the computer area. Unamuno 

looked over my shoulder as I typed in my request for the periodical request program 

on ANSWER. Once the program was called up, I entered my topic request and waited 

for an index to appear. I searched through the offerings and came up with a short list 

of articles that would be useful for my paper. Unfortunately, they were located in the 

Cooper Science library. Since I had a busy day planned, I would have to delay getting 

the articles until tomorrow. Besides, Jenny was finished with work, and I was going to 

walk with her back to the residence hall. I grabbed my things and followed Unamuno 

and Jenny out of the library, feeling peaceful for the first time in a long time. 
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Circle Six 
Strother Theater: Hypocrites 

The feeling of peace faded away after yet another dinner at the dining service. 

Jenny and I went up to our room and changed clothes to go to the rehearsal. As we 

each discussed our day, the quiet of the afternoon was interrupted by the sounds of 

loud music, furniture moving, and pounding coming from the room next door. Looking 

at each other, we gave our standard response "neighbors are home" and continued 

with our conversation. Once we were finished, we descended the stairs and met 

Unamuno. During the walk to the theater, I noticed that Unamuno was unnaturally 

quiet, as if he were preoccupied with something. 

Worried, I tried to think of the reason for his withdrawal from us. Maybe he was 

ready to return to Limbo and his friends. I would have thought that he would enjoy 

seeing a theatrical presentation, even if it were amateurish. Our assignment in 

watching the drama was to see if we could discern any traces of hypocrisy during the 

performance. Suddenly, I knew what was bothering Unamuno. Although he had 

never explained what had specifically caused his placement in Hell, I had deducted 

from my own knowledge of his past that his writing was·to blame. 

In his novel San Manuel Bueno. Martfr, San Manuel is a priest who preaches 

salvation that is found in leading a good life by worshiping God. In reward for this 

behavior and belief, all the parishioners will find a place in Heaven reserved for them. 

San Manuel uses his magnificent voice and power of persuasion to convince his 

parishioners that there was a grand life beyond death, one that was much better than 

the one they currently were living. 

However, during the course of the novel, he proves to the reader that he does 

not truly believe in life after death. Although he himself does not believe, he cares 

deeply for his followers and would do anything necessary so that their faith and beliefs 
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would not be compromised. For instance, San Manuel convinces another character, 

who is also a non-believer, to convert. This man was the brother of an active member 

of the church, whom many of San Manuel's followers thought would never come to 

believe in the church and its teachings. The thought that he would never find Christ 

saddened many members of the church, so San Manuel persuaded him to convert in 

order to keep the faith of his followers alive. He performs the rite of initiation even 

though he knows that the person converting does not believe. Unamuno wrote many 

episodes in the book that went strictly against the beliefs of the Roman Catholic 

church, which was a focus of his book. Even as San Manuel promised eternal life that 

would be full of happiness to the struggling villagers, he himself did not believe in this 

life. In fact, he did not even have convictions about the life that he was presently living, 

since he admitted that suicide was his greatest temptation. 

The more that I thought about it, the more certain that I became. I was sure that 

it would be very painful for him to be in the place of pun'ishment for the very sin that he 

had committed. But for the grace of God, he would be here himself. Although his 

writing was the cause of his downfall, it was also what saved him from being in this 

section of Hell. It was indeed a very fine line that he walked. 

"Do not worry so much. I will be fine," he quietly reassured me. "I am sure that 

by now you know what is bothering me. Yes, my writing was what placed me in Hell. 

Even though I did not make my way to the other side, I have learned so much by being 

where I am now. You are in the same learning process. Although it is painful, it is a 

reminder that one must not betray Him, even in fiction. As long as we are here, we 

must make the most of it and enjoy the play. Let's enter now, shall we?" 

The play that we had been aSSigned to see was .MacBeth. What we were 

attending was a rehearsal, not the final production. BeCause of this, the room was 

practically empty save for the actors, actresses, and the production staff. Walking 
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down the aisle, we took seats in the front row, directly in front of the stage and waited 

for the play to begin. The stage was full of chaotic action as students rushed to and fro, 

searching for scripts, articles of clothing for costumes, and various props. Watching 

them, I realized that I vaguely knew one of the actresses who was standing to stage 

right, talking avidly with another girl. She caught my eye and waved, indicating that 

she would be over to chat with me. 

"To whom are you waving?" asked Unamuno in hushed tones. 

"I think that her name is Tanya, but I am not sure. She was in one of my 

humanity classes. I don't know her very well. I talked to her sometimes in class, but 

that was the extent of our relationship. I didn't realize that she was a theater major," I 

responded, noticing that the object of our conversation was making her way to our 

sides. 

"Hey, how are you? I haven't seen you since Honors 202. How is everything 

<- going for you?" she inquired, teasing her hair all the while. 

"I am just fine, thank you. I didn't know that you were a drama major. Who are 

you portraying in the play?" I questioned. 

"Right now, I am just one of the witches. However, I am also the understudy for 

Lady Macbeth. I should have been chosen for the part, but it went to that no-good 

Kelly. Frankly, I think that she slept with the director to get the part. She couldn't act to 

save her life. She does not know her lines yet. I'm not sure that she even knows how 

to read. I could even see her getting the part if she were prettier than I am, but she 

looks more like one of the hags, if you ask me. But, life goes on, doesn't it? I know the 

audience will see who deserved the part when they see her performance," she cattily 

replied. 

Not sure how to respond to her nasty remarks,1 just gave her a weak smile and 

remained quiet. The situation turned stickier when the girl in question made a beeline 
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for us. As she approached, I feared what would happen when she and Tanya got 

together. After all, Tanya had acted as though she would like to bash in the girl's head 

because she had gotten the part. I glanced over at Jenny, and she gave me a look that 

said that she had the same thoughts as I did. Eventually, the girl arrived at our little 

group and smiled. 

"Hi, Tanya," she chirped. "Aren't you going to introduce me to your friends?" 

"Of course, I am. Would I not introduce on of my closest personal friends to 

some fellow acquaintances? I am so glad that you came over here. I was just telling 

them what a wonderful, not to mention beautiful, actress you are," she exclaimed, 

sending us warning glances. "Kelly, I would like you to meet Oawnda, who was in one 

of my Humanity classes, and her friends, Jenny and Mister Unamuno. I would like you 

all to meet Lady MacBeth, otherwise known as Kelly. the part of Lady MacBeth was 

made for her. Of course, she acts out the part as Shakespeare intended. She is 

brilliant I" 

Stunned, I sat paralyzed as I heard the words of sugared admiration and praise 

gush from the mouth that earlier had spout words of hatred and ridicule. I watched the 

expressions of amazement and disbelief flit across the faces of Unamuno and Jenny 

as we greeted Kelly. The plot thickened as both girls tried to outdo the other in the 

amount of praising adjectives that they bestowed on each other. A person definitely 

needed boots to wade through the mire left by their B.S. At last, the mutual admiration 

club split up as the two girls returned to the stage to begin practicing. 

"Can you believe the duplicity of Tanya? Just minutes before, I thought for sure 

that we were going to have a cat fight on our hands. Tanya was talking as if she would 

like nothing better than to throttle Kelly. You would have thought that they were best 

friends from the way they were acting when she came over to talk. This was a prime 

example of hypocrisy, if I ever did see one," I commented with disbelief. "With friends 
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- like Tanya, who needs enemies? I would not trust her within an inch of my life." 

"No kidding. I know that whenever I hear someone ripping someone else up 

like that, I am turned off by him or her. After all, who knows what he or she is saying 

when you are not around to hear. It is just better to stay away from people like her," 

Jenny agreed, shaking her head in disgust. 

"You are both right. She, and others like her, will go through life with no true 

friends. No one will ever trust her or believe in her abilities to remain loyal as a true 

friend would. She may have her part in the future, but she will have no one to turn to in 

her time of need. It is a very lonely existence," Unamuno advised. 

"Yes, it would be very lonely. Her behavior reminds me of a character in a 

drama, Tristana, that was written by Perez Galdos. Tristana was constantly pretending 

to be someone and something that she was not. She went through her life acting as 

though she were a true friend and lover to a couple of men in her life. However, her 

- own coldness backfired on her, and she spent the rest of her life, living with one of the 

men, but lonely in a world of her own. I think that Tanya will eventually find herself in 

-

the same position," I explained. 

The hush of the room indicated that it was time for the rehearsal to begin. We 

turned our attention to the performance at hand. the familiar scenes of the drama were 

reenacted before our eyes. As MacBeth and friends encountered the three hags, I 

noticed that Tanya was on stage. Watching her with interest, I noticed that she was 

having a hard time reciting her lines. It was as if she did not know them and was 

making them up as she went along with the drama. The director also recognized this 

fallacy of hers and called her down to him. We could not help but to hear him 

lambaste her for lying about knowing her lines. 

"I don't think that her lying about knowing her lines would come as a big 

surprise. I know that students do it all of the time. Would you tell your professor that 
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you had not completed an assignment if you didn't have to do so? I would not not lie if 

he or she asked me directly, but I probably would not volunteer the information," I 

admitted sheepishly. "I guess that is lying by omission, isn't it? I obviously am not 

perfect, but I try my best. Sometimes, it is just so hard to get everything finished before 

the class period. I do not pretend to have read something that I had not read, but I try 

to answer the questions about the sections that I have read." 

"Do you not feel that it is committing hypocrisy when you pretend to have read 

something that you have not?" Unamuno probed. 

"I do not know. 1 can see how it could be considered hypocrisy. If it were, most 

of this campus would be burningl" I exclaimed. 

"It would be prudent, as well as beneficial to you, to read everything before 

attending class," Unamuno advised. 

The director completed his vitriolic comments to his student actress and yelled 

to the others to continue on with the rehearsal. A subdued Tanya went backstage and 

retrieved her script, then went back to her place on the stage. The rest of the cast 

hurriedly took their places, and the play began once again. Except for a few minor 

problems, the production finished without many hitches. Thanking the director for 

letting us preview the play, we exited the theater and started to walk home. 
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Circle Seven 
Library: Thievery 

Conversation flowed freely as we made our way through the sidewalk that 

separated the library and the theater. However, it was interrupted by my sudden 

recollection that I needed to check out a book from the library. Apologetically, I 

explained to m~' companions that I needed to alter our course and make a stop at the 

library. Backtracking, we climbed up the stairs and entered the doors. I thumbed 

through my notebook and found the slip that contained the location of the needed 

book. 

We crossed over to the elevators and waited for it to arrive. The door opened, 

and we crowded into the small space provided, hitting the button for the third floor. The 

ride was quick so we soon arrived at the correct place. Unfortunately, the book was 

not in the right place. I knew that the book had not been checked out, because the 

computer printout indicated otherwise. Giving a disappointed shrug, I led the group 

down the stairs to the information desk. 

"Excuse me, I was wondering if you knew what had happened to this book that I 

am trying to find. It is not in the slot where the slip says it is. Is there any way you 

could find it?" I questioned the woman at the desk. 

Taking a look at the slip, she replied in regretful tones, "I am sorry, but it seems 

that someone has taken the book from the library. Although we have a good security 

system set up here, a book disappears once in a while. Unfortunately, one that was 

lost was the one that you needed. Would you like me to see if there is anything else 

that would be similar to the one that you wanted?" 

"Thank you anyway, but I can look later. I am sorry to hear that you lost a book," 

I murmured. 
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"Do students actually steal books from the library?" asked an astounded 

Unamuno. 

"Are you kidding? They steal books that not only belong to the university, but 

also books that belong to fellow students. We can't leave our books lying around 

unattended, because someone would take them," I answered. 

"That's nothing. I had a backpack stolen from the dining service last year. 

Luckily for me, I didn't have anything of value in it, except for the bag itself. I won't 

leave my bag at the front now, because I don't want it to be stolen like the last one," 

Jenny added with great disgust. 

"That is terrible! I hope that you were able to replace the bag and the contents 

without too much expense. I would have thought that the dining service would be a 

very safe place ," he sympathized. 

"Actually, the dining service and the dormitories are two of the worst places on 

campus. We cannot leave the door to our room unlocked just to go to the bathroom for 

fear that someone would confiscate something. If you take a look at the Daily News on 

any given day, you are sure to find that some poor student has had his or her stereo 

stolen from his or her room. There usually is a list of thefts in the police report a mile 

long," I commented. 

"Remember two years ago when someone kept stealing bras and panties from 

the third floor of Botsford Hall. That is just plain sick. In a weird way, I hope that it was 

a woman who stole the undergarments. After all, what would a man do with a bra?" I 

pondered. 

"Try no to think about it," Jenny suggested, with a shake of her head. "Whoever 

did it obviously is gone now because it has not happened in the two years following 

the last episode." 

As we went along the sidewalk toward the hall, each of us was lost in his or her 
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own thoughts. Silvery strands of moonlight chased across the darkened windows of 

the buildings surrounding us. The stillness of the night was interrupted by passing 

vehicles, as others like us returned to their homes for the night. Pausing only to cross 

the street safely, we hurried toward our destination. After a few minutes, we arrived at 

the residence hall, and all three of us went up to the room to further discuss the 

occurrences of the past couple of hours. 

"I am so glad to be back here. It seems as if I am never home anymore. Life is 

so rushed this semester. I have so many deadlines coming up at an alarming rate. I 

really need that book that was missing from the library. I have some quotes from it that 

I got out of a handout in class, but I have to have the page numbers to give credit to the 

author," I said. 

"You most certainly do not wish to be accused of plagiarism by your professor. 

Remember when that professor of mine accused me of plagiarism after turning in a 

paper," Jenny cautioned. 

"Accusing someone of that act is very serious. What made your professor do 

such a thing?" questioned Unamuno. 

"Apparently, he didn't feel as if students could write in a well-thought and well

structured manner. I do not know what type of students he has been teaching lately, 

but I have always been able to write a decent paper," Jenny answered. 

"Did you talk to hi m about it?" 

"Yes, we had a long and serious conversation about his accusation. He was 

very understanding, and apologized for the mishap. Hopefully, he will think before he 

says something like that the next time. Other students might be too afraid to go in there 

and talk to him. The repercussions for being found guilty of this are very strict. In fact, 

a student could be expelled from school for it." 

"You know that there are students out there who do it. I have known some 
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people who either lie about the page numbers they got it from, or will make something 

up and say that they got it from their interpretations of the book. Whenever I write a 

paper, I cover myself and give a reference to everything. It is a hassle at times, but it is 

better than being accused of plagiarism. Plagiarism is academic theft. There could 

not be anything worse than someone taking the credit for the hard work that someone 

else has taken ihe time and effort to do. To me, there could be no worse affront to a 

person," I commented. 

"You are right, my dear. When someone steals the thoughts and works of 

others, it is irreplaceable. Your stereos, backpacks, and bikes can be returned or 

replaced, but such intangible and valuable possessions cannot be returned. At least, 

not in the original form," Unamuno agreed. 

"I guess that I will go tomorrow to find another book. I wish that I could 

somehow find that one," I complained. 

"You could always try inter-library loan. I am sure that we could get the book to 

you with a minimum of fuss. I will send for it tomorrow when I go to work," Jenny 

offered. 

"Thank you, I would really appreciate it," I quickly responded. "It would take a 

large load off of my mind." 

"Well, I think that I will take my leave. You are both very tired, and I know that we 

will have much to do tomorrow. Tomorrow will possibly be very straining to you, so you 

will need your rest. I will meet you down in front of your hall at eight. I will bid you 

farewell and good night," Unamuno murmured, slipping out of the room. 

Wondering exactly what he meant by straining, I prepared for bed. Slipping 

between the covers, I fell asleep immediately, drained after an exhausting and 

seemingly long day. 
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Circle Eight 
Architecture Building: Violence Against Neighbors 
Cooper Science Building: Violence Against Self 

Fine Arts Building: Violence Against God, Art, and Nature 

Morning came too soon for me. Slowly climbing out of bed, I blindly made my 

way to showers in the hope that the sting of the water would bring some life into my 

sleep-dulled mind. Fortunately for me, it worked well. I quickly dressed and ran 

downstairs to meet Unamuno, sad that it was my last day with him. Crossing the lobby, 

I came to his side, greeted him, and left to go to my class. 

"Good morning, Dawnda. Did you sleep well last night?" 

"Yes, very well, thank you. Can you believe this weather? I think that Spring is 

just around the corner," I declared, deeply breathing in the clean morning air. 

"Yes, it is lovely, but are you sure that Spring coming is not wishful thinking on 

your part?" he teased, smiling at me . 

"You are probably right. I get so sick of Muncie's weather. I come from southern 

Indiana where the weather is warmer and more predictable. You know, it never fails 

that on the day that I forget my umbrella, it rains in Muncie. I always return to the hall 

looking like a drowned rat, with hair dripping a liter of water per minute. Actually, I 

wouldn't want to insult the poor rodent. I also never fail to wear my soft leather shoes 

when it snows. Three seconds after stepping outside, my feet are sopping wet and 

freezing cold. That's Muncie for you -- you got to love itl" 

"I would not go that far," Unamuno disagreed. 

Laughing, I crossed the street and stopped in front of the Architecture Building. 

studied the building and reflected on the sadness and tragedy that so recently had 

been associated with it. Unfortunately, the world in which I lived was not a safe one for 

the occupants. It was becoming a breeding ground for violence and crime, producing 
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unsavory criminals who were, sadly, products of their uncertain environments. As a 

student, I tended to forget, in the isolated world of the university, that violent crimes 

occurred. Although I watched news and heard horrible stories about young children 

having their throats slit and men murdering other men, they never seemed real to me. 

It was as if I were on another planet, looking at ugly pictures that were taken in another 

galaxy. The ugliness had never intruded into the enclosed atmosphere of the campus; 

at least, it hadn't until recently. 

Into the pseudo-safe ambiance of Ball State's campus entered reality with a 

fated and deadly bang. With the shot of a gun, the walls separating the outside world 

and the campus came crashing down, forcing the students to recognize the horrible 

danger that lay, not only beyond the boundaries, but within them. With this naive 

ignorance, the students also lost a loved and well-respected fellow student. Tony 

Saks was a youthful, intelligent senior majoring in architecture. The worth of Tony 

- Saks' life was measured against the value of a few dollars and, according to today's 

standards, was found lacking. The boundaries separating the yesteryear from the 

present one merged, as with the style of a Nazi soldier, Markell Powell murdered Tony 

with a bullet to the back of his head. A life was ended for the sake of a few measly 

dollars. The grief and disbelief that came with his death brought forth to all of us, our 

own mortality. 

-

"Is there something wrong? Do you feel all right?" Unamuno asked, concerned 

about my behavior. 

"I'm all right. I was just thinking about a student named Tony Saks, who was 

recently murdered near campus. It is very disturbing to think that something that 

horrendous could happen so close to campus. I didn't know him, but everyone who 

did know him, loved him. How can anything this terrible happen to someone so 

obviously undeserving?" I beseeched him, with confusion and fear in my eyes. 
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"No one deserves to die an untimely death. But you need not worry about the 

young man, because he is in a better place now. As for his killer, pain and eternal 

damnation await him," he grimly answered. "We had better continue on our way." 

Nodding, I gave one last glance and bid farewell to a young man whose life had 

been torn away too soon. Continuing on, we went into Robert Bell and made our way 

to my classroom. Dr. Moreno was already collecting the reaction papers about the 

rehearsal, so I sat down and took mine out from my folder. After the papers were 

collected, we discussed the play for the rest of the class time. Once it was over, we 

climbed the stairs until we reached the classroom for my geometry class. Before I 

entered, I noticed the piece of paper tacked to the door. It informed me that class had 

been canceled due to the professor's sudden illness. Looking at each other, we 

shrugged and descended down the same stairs we had just ascended. 

"I think that I might skip lunch and go to Cooper Science Building to check out 

an article that I need for a paper. Would you mind a change in plans?" I queried. 

"Certainly not. I was not looking forward to a lunch at Noyer. We have not been 

to the Cooper Science Building yet, have we? I shall enjoy the change in scenery," he 

stated. 

"I think that we should take the cow path. It would save us some time. In order 

to do so, we will have to go out the back door, which is this way," 1 directed, walking 

towards the exit. 

Passing through the doors, we left the busy halls of Robert Bell for a quiet, 

secluded walkway. Birds chirped a merry melody above us while busy squirrels 

collected nuts for their lunch. In the shadows of the overhanging branches of the trees, 

we sojourned to the Cooper Science Building. Although the wind was biting, the 

temperature had risen to a lukewarm level. Hearing what sounded like the gurgling of 

a brook, 1 turned to see the miniature waterfall in the yard of a neighboring house. It 
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had been running during warm weather since my first year at Ball State. Rounding the 

corner, we came upon the modern looking building of Cooper, and crossing the street, 

we came to the side doors of the science building and entered. 

The smell of formaldehyde burnt our nostrils as we descended the stairs to find 

our way to the library. We passed open doors in which we could peer in and see 

bottles of chemicals lining the white cabinets. The sterile smell was appropriate for the 

somber atmosphere that permeated the building. My cheerful mood faded away into 

the dismal gloominess of the dimly lit halls. I felt as though I could turn around and see 

the Grim Reaper behind me. The hairs on the back of my neck stood on end. 

"This place frightens me sometimes. It seems so lifeless and dark. The 

business building looks like a nightclub compared to this place. The library should be 

just around the corner. I hope it is, anyway," I nervously rambled. 

"Yes, it does not seem like an upbeat place to be," Unamuno agreed. 

We finally found the library, which was tucked into a little corner of the dark 

cavernous halls. Entering into the small area, I noticed that it was packed full of 

students waiting in line to have their books checked, to make copies (since there was 

only one in the building), and to return articles. Pushing my way through the croWd, I 

cleared a path to the bound periodical area and found the one that I wanted. 

Grabbing it, I went back to the front to take my place at the end of the line. 

"I hope that we are not in line for long. I forgot to get something that I needed 

from a professor in North Quad. I am hoping to catch her before she goes to class," I 

urgently whispered, advancing a couple of steps in line. 

"What do you have to get from your professor?" he asked. 

"Dr. Hernandez is going to let me have a paper that I wrote for her class last 

semester. I had it on disk, but I lost it. I wanted to have a copy of it for my portfolio as 

proof of my ability to speak Spanish. She is going to let me copy it. I am so glad that 
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she is willing to do it, because that paper was by far better than any other Spanish 

paper that I had written. It was my last class so I was able to bring together everything 

that I had learned into one final paper," I explained. 

"That indeed is very kind of her," he murmured approvingly. 

"May I help you?" a new voice intruded. 

"Um, yes. I need to check out this article please," I replied. 

"It is due in two weeks," he instructed, shoving the article into my hands and 

greeting the next person behind me. 

We left ttle building quickly, ready to shake off the depressing feelings that had 

settled around LJS since entering the building. After breathing in the clean, fresh air, we 

no longer were exposed to the stale and sterile odor of the building. I put the article 

into my backpack and turned to give Cooper one last look before I started the short trek 

to North Quad. 

"That building is not one in which I would wish to spend much time. It is almost 

as if something or someone is haunting it," Unamuno uttered. 

"I agree with you," I remarked. "I know that it may sound silly, but I think it is the 

ghost of the graduate assistant who killed himself about a year and a half ago." 

"Someone killed himself in that building?" he quizzed. 

"No, not in the building itself, but he used some chemicals that he had stolen 

from Cooper to end his life," I corrected. 

"I will never understand why someone would do such a thing," Unamuno 

declared. 

"He was being investigated because of accusations of sexual harassment 

towards his female students. I guess that he thought his life was ruined because of the 

allegations, so he decided to end it," I hypothesized. 

"That could be so, my dear, but that is not an excuse for carrying out such a 
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tragic act. Do you think that there is a justifiable reason for killing oneself?" 

"No, I don't think that there is one, but I am sure that the person doing the act 

feels as if she or he has one. I know that many students have a hard time dealing with 

the stress that comes with going to school, getting good grades, working a part-time 

job, and still having a personal life. Although it has never been an option for me, I 

could understand the pain that the person who is contemplating it is feeling. I do not 

think that suicide is the answer, but I think that thoughts of it are a sign that a person 

needs to get some help. There must exist a certain darkness in the heart of the 

suicidal person." 

"Perhaps so, but it will not compare to the darkness that he or she will exist in if 

the suicide is successful. I agree with you that the person needs help, but he or she 

also needs salvation. Suicide will never be the answer," he stated emphatically. 

The conversation came to an end as our attention was diverted by a grotesque 

statue that stood to the back side of the Fine Arts Building. It looked as though it had 

come straight from the pages of a pornographic magazine. A couple were forever 

immortalized in a position that not be humanly possible. In fact, it looked like 

something that Ovid wrote about in The Art of Love. Immobilized, the only parts of our 

bodies that were moving were our eyes and our heads as they turned different angles 

to distinguish where one body began and the other ended. Even Madonna would 

have had a tough time of it trying to solve the above jigsaw puzzle. Then again, this 

position could have come from her book, ~. 

"Is this normal or even feasible?" he asked in horror and astonishment. 

"I think that this is called art, but don't quote me. I have seen many nude 

statues, but never a pornographic one. I think that the sculptor of this statue needed to 

take a long cold shower, then go to confession. Of course, this is child's play 

compared to the 'works' of Maplethorpe," I commented. 
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"Who is this Maplethorpe?" 

"He was a photographer, but unlike any photographer of whom I have heard. 

He took pictures supposedly for the sake of art, but in actuality they were more like 

child pornography and displays of homosexual sex acts. There was a big scandal, 

not primarily because of the contents of his photos, but because his 'work' was funded 

by the government. The pictures were disgusting and representative of the perversion 

that exists in this world," I answered. 

"Surely his photos are not displayed?" 

"I do not think that his work has been taken off of display. Many people said that 

he had the freedom to express his artistic endeavors in a manner that best suited him. 

I think that I have seen more than enough of this. Shall we go now?" 

Bidding the statue farewell, we left and gave them the privacy they so obviously 

needed. Passing the Fine Arts Building, we rounded the corner and came across the 

historic features of the North Quad building. Shaking out any lasting memories of the 

entwined pair of women, I finished crossing the few feet separating me from the 

building that was the byproduct of an architect on acid. 
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Circle Nine 
North Quad: Treacherous to Kin 

"I should probably warn you that we may never leave this building upon 

entering," I teased Unamuno. 

"Oh, is that right?" he played along with me. "Tell me, why will we not be leaving 

this place?" 

"This place is an architectural nightmare. If you cross through one set of doors, 

you could be going from the second floor to the third floor without climbing any steps. 

A person could wander around the halls for hours and still not find the room that was 

his or her destination in the first place. I always go early to the building to hunt down 

my classroom so that I won't have to look as long on the day of class." 

We climbed the stairs that led to the first floor, and we went in search of Dr. 

Hernandez's office. I found the area where most of the foreign language classes take 

place with ease, but I was stumped when I went back into the area where the 

professors' offices are located. I investigated the rooms that were on the same floor, 

but none of them was for the professor for whom I was looking. We finally gave up and 

asked for directions. It seems that her office was on the same floor, but we needed to 

go up the miniature stairwell that was a few steps outside of the office in which we 

were presently occupying. 

We followed the directions and found her office. However, she was not in her 

office. I decided to check her schedule that was posted on the door on the off chance 

that it might tell us where she was. As luck may have it, the schedule told us that she 

was in the section of North Quad where the Women's Studies were held. Tromping 

down the stairs, we took a left and headed for another set of stairs that would lead us 

to the area in question. After descending the stairs, we hung a right and walked past a 

door immersed in cartoons supporting women's rights, equal pay, and abortion. 
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stopped to read a few of them. 

"You know, I believe in the rights of women, equal pay, and equal opportunities. 

After all, I am a woman, and I will be facing these issues when it comes time for me to 

look for a job. I might benefit from the quotas that are 'suggested' by the government. 

know that many women may need the advantages that they will receive from this 

program. There are some tough careers out there that are traditionally for men only. 

However, I do not want to get hired because I am a woman necessary to meet a quota 

standard. I want to be hired because I am the best qualified person for the job. The 

fact that I am a woman should have nothing to do with my getting the job." 

"I agree with you. I have always thought merit should be the basis for decisions. 

You say that your gender is discriminated against in the job market today, but they are 

working in so many fields that previously had shut the doors in their face in the past. 

Your gender has advanced so much since my time. You should be very proud. It looks 

as if there are many organizations for the advancement of women, according to the list 

on the door. These women organizations must be partly responsible for the success of 

women. Do you think that this is so?" Unamuno questioned. 

"They might have helped their members in a small way, but I think that the hard 

work of the female gender had the most to do with the success. Court cases involving 

women suing their employers for wrongdoing have helped our cause. Legislation and 

women in government have also given us a boost. I will always remember the hope 

for the future when I read in my social studies textbook about the first woman on the 

Supreme Court, Justice Day. However, that same Supreme Court was responsible for 

a decision that has cost many a young life," I said, looking bitterly at the pro-choice 

paraphernalia on the door. 

"Which court decision are you talking about, my dear?" he prompted. 

"The great 'landmark' case called Roe versus Wade is what I am talking about 
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to you. This decision stated that it was constitutional to allow women to have 

abortions. When the ink on that document dried, the doom of small fetuses arrived. 

Women almost consider abortion as a means of birth control. Abortion is murder in my 

book. Women who have abortions are obviously very selfish people who have no 

thoughts for anyone but themselves. It makes me very sad and angry that one woman 

can nonchalantly kill her child in the womb, when another is so desperate and unable 

to have children of her own. 

As for the women who have had abortions but finally give birth to one of their 

children instead of murdering them, their children must feel extremely lucky. Children 

of abortion rights advocates must also feel lucky that good 01' Mom didn't have a little 

salt injected into her womb. For instance, Hillary Clinton must have been having a 

good day when she decided to keep Chelsea instead of getting rid of her. She is one 

of those women who say that by being pro-choice, it doesn't mean that she would 

have an abortion herself. She is just supporting the right of women to have control 

over their bodies. If women had control over their bodies in the first place, we would 

not have the need for this discussion," I declared. 

"I cannot believe that the government sanctions such activities," Unamuno 

stated. 

"Sanctions? No, the government, which is controlled by the Democrats, is 

fighting for the cause of the pro-choice. As far as I am concerned, I think that they 

should come straight out and just call themselves pro-abortion, because that is just 

what they are. Another thing that gets my goat is the way that the media paints an ugly 

picture of the pro-lifers. We are the bad, mean people who keep women from killing 

their children. We are the ones who will be arrested for racketeering if we protest in 

front of an abortion clinic. Of course, this is a violation of our freedom of speech, but as 

long as women have the right to have abortions, other women's right to freedom of 
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speech is not important," I bit out, the usual anger building up inside of me as I thought 

of the injustice of it all. 

"I agree with you that it is horrible. However, the pro-lifers must not give up their 

fight. This is a just cause. As for the pro-choice people, I am sure that their 

punishment will come when they leave this world. I can assure you that the mothers 

who had abortions will not be seeing their children in heaven. They will have their 

own special place in Hell waiting for them," Unamuno comforted me. 

"I am glad. They deserve to have the worst of all punishments, because there 

can be nothing more treacherous to a family member than abortion," I said spitefully. 

"In fact, I think that it would be appropriate for them to spend the rest of their days 

drowning in a sea of salt solution while large scalpels rip at their limbs." 

"Yes, I fully agree with you. I will have to pass on that last suggestion. We must 

continue now. After all, you need to get that paper from your professor, then go to your 

other classes. We must not be late, my dear." 

"All right. The room that my professor is in is over here. I will go in by myself 

and get it from her. I will not be long," I promised. 

Opening the door quietly, I slipped in and caught the professor's attention. She 

continued to teach her class, but she casually pulled a folder out of her briefcase and 

came my way. She handed the folder to me with a smile and returned to the front of 

the class. Nodding my gratitude, I left the room and went back to Unamuno's side. 

Mulling over what he had said before, the realization of what he was really trying to 

say hit me. He didn't want to hurry to reach my classes on time. It was a time limit for 

him, not me. He would be leaving soon. 

My confused mind tried to sort out all of the thoughts rushing to my brain. I had 

so much to tell him. lowed him so much. Over the past three days, I had come to 

experience some of life's biggest lessons. I didn't know how to express all of the 
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feelings that were churning inside of me. However, I had to find a way quickly, 

because my time with him was about to come to an end. I knew that there was no way 

to stop time, but if there were a way, I would do it without a moment's hesitation. With a 

sadness in my heart, I led the way to the exit, suppressing the urge to lose us in the 

maze that was North Quad. Walking out into the breezy wind, I moved towards the 

street with Unamuno quietly following me. Building up the courage that I had never 

needed before, I prepared to speak to the man who had come to mean so much to me. 
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Epilogue 

Taking a deep breath, I began to speak, "I have to admit that when we started 

this tour around campus, I was more than a little skeptical. I knew that you were whom 

you said you were, but I still did not believe that I could find anything new and exciting 

at Ball State. After all, I have been here for two and a half years. You would have 

thought that I would have found something in that time by myself. I didn't, though. It 

took a stranger to the university to point out the things that were there all of the time. 

With your guidance, I have learned more in three days than I have learned in twenty 

years of living. 

I do not know where to begin. I guess the beginning would be a good place, 

huh? When I went into Robert Bell with you the first time, I was amazed at how much I 

was able to soak in and retain. There was also a sense of joy in learning that I had not 

felt in a long time. I have been so caught up in making the grade that I forgot the true 

meaning of learning. I used to love to read for the simple pleasure of reading, but I 

have not read a book that was not a textbook in a long time. I think that I will start 

setting aside a time to read a novel. 

Another aspect of life that I had serious doubts about was my chosen career. 

have no idea of why I became an accounting major, but I now know that it was the right 

decision. Through the various lectures that I attended with you in the business 

building, I have a new awareness of the unethical actions that exist in the business 

world. With this knowledge, I will be able to handle any unethical situation that I may 

have the misfortune of encountering. It also presents a challenge for me to insure that 

no immoral and unethical practices occur in my business. With everything that I have 

learned here, I am positive that I am up to the challenge. 

You have taught me how to control my anger and channel it into a productive 
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set of emotions. I will be able to handle myself even in the most stressful situations, 

because I have learned a new level of tolerance. I believe that I am more tolerant and 

understanding, t)ut not necessarily accepting, of other people's faults. I am also aware 

of my own weaknesses and faults. This new awareness has taught me not to be quick 

to judge another person until I have tried to see a situation from his or her own point of 

view. 

My experiences in Cooper Science and the Architecture Building have brought 

me face to face with my own mortality. It was not a pretty sight. Since I have so 

recently seen the beauty in my surroundings, I am not willing to leave them for some 

time now. The pain associated with the tragic death of Tony Saks has tuned me into 

the fact that I should enjoy life now, instead of worrying so much about the future. We 

are only on this world for a short time. Life is uncertain, and we only have one chance 

to live it to the fullest. I will take more time to savor life's offerings, the good and the 

bad. 

The episode in North Quad has given me back my hope and sense of justice. 

Although the abortion rights activists may seem to win in this lifetime, their reward after 

death will be an eternity of pain. What justice is lost in this lifetime will be returned 

twicefold in the eternal life. These facts alone will keep me going when I hear news 

that the government will be subsidizing abortions in the future. 

Finally, I wish to thank you for everything that you have done for me. In addition 

to all of the experiences you have shared with me, you have also given me a 

wonderful gift. Thanks to you, I will have the ability to carry on my learning, as well as 

have the inspiration to do so. After graduation from here, I plan to attend graduate 

school and possibly law school. Perhaps I could even teach and share the magic and 

wonder that you have given me. I do not know how to repay for all that you have done. 

I can only thank you once again. I will be eternally grateful to you." 
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After finishing my speech, I turned to Unamuno and looked into his misty eyes, I 

offered my hand to him, and he grasped it tightly in his own. Staring into each other's 

eyes, we told each other all the things that we could not say. I knew then that he was 

going to leave me now. Squeezing my hand one last time, he let it fall back to my side. 

Looking up into the sky, he nodded his head, then returned his gaze to me. 

"You have learned so much. However, I cannot take the credit for all of it. You 

had the potential to see everything that I showed you, but you needed a little 

encouragement. As for repaying me, there is one thing that I want you to do for me. 

Never stop learning. In knowledge lies the truth and the salvation. With this 

knowledge, you will be able to do everything that your heart desires. I must go now. 

Take care and remember everything you have learned. Goodbye, my dear." 

I watched his retreating form until he had completely disappeared into the 

multitude of people. Slowly, I turned to walk towards the business building to go to my 

classes. Numb" it seemed as though nothing could penetrate the fog in which my 

brain was immersed. Nothing, that is, except for the high pitched scream of a female 

and the subsequent sounds of yelling and cussing. Looking over with halfhearted 

interest, I noticed that a girl had been skimmed with the bumper of a car. She had 

been crossing the street by weaving through traffic. Laughing, I felt an immense sense 

of relief. Things were definitely back to normal at Ball State. 
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